If Petrarch differed little from his medieval predecessors in his appreciation of these two ever-popular authors, he nevertheless distinguished himself from them through his superior philological skills, on account of which he is justly regarded as the founding father of the humanist movement. In Book II of his Rerum sen ilium libri (Letters of Old Age), Petrarch included among works falsely attributed to ancient authors De quattuor virtutibus (The Four Virtues). Aware that this treatise, which had an enormous fOrtuna in the Middle Ages, had been ascribed to Seneca 'against his will', he complained that the multitude 'cite and admire Seneca in something Seneca never saw'. Indeed, there were 'those who among all the works of Seneca himself love this one because it most suits their intelligence'. Petrarch knew that the treatise was not genuine because, while hunting for manuscripts of classical works in French libraries -a quintessentially humanist activity -he had encountered a codex containing the preface, missing from Italian copies of the text, which identified the author as a certain bishop Martin.3 In fact, it was written in the 570S by Bishop Martin of Braga and acquired its attribution to Seneca only in the tenth century. Somewhat surprisingly, Petrarch's discovery did not make much of an impression; for the treatise continued to circulate among Seneca's writings and got into print under his name in 1470, five years before the first edition of the philosopher's genuine works.4
Petrarch's intense interest in classical antiquity -another characteristic feature of his humanism -found expression in the rather odd one-sided correspondence he carried on with his favourite authors, in which admiration is frequently mingled with reproach: a curious mixture of fan mail and a crank letter. This is especially true of his epistle to Seneca, written in 1348. Petrarch struggles to understand how this master of virtue, to whose words he listened daily with extraordinary attention, had become so enmeshed in a life of ease and wealth and so caught up in the hollow pursuit of glory that he refused to detach himself from the disgraceful court of the emperor Nero, lavishing praise on his inhuman and bloodstained pupil that was worthy neither of the giver nor of the recipient. 'I do not know whether you are 
